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Of course, in order for them to be an effective structure for cooperative learning, the teacher needs to
intentionally develop them as such. The analysis students complete in groups leads them to stronger individual
responses. And that my friend is a beautiful thing. Reason 3: Literature circles are fun, in part because they are
social experiences. Not only is it presented by actual students but it features actual reading circles in actions
with detailed descriptions of what it happening and why. This gives the class a common experience in which
they can become a true community of learners. Then I realized that nonfiction books are different and the
meeting structure could benefit from some tweaking. Furthermore, when we experience joy or pleasure, we
feel more connected to a place, and to the people in that place. Literature circles are engaging, meaningful, and
lead students to deeper levels of understanding. Here are the five roles that each student would have while in a
literature circle. It was an imperative that my middle school students felt connected to school and had positive
academic interactions with their classmates. In fact, literature circles have become the cornerstone for many
reading programs in the classroom. By Kathy King-Dickman Categories: Children's Literature , Literacy
Circles , Implementation This is the first installment in a series of seven posts with ideas and suggestions for
running effective literacy circles or book clubs with students from second grade through high school. Reason
2: Literature circles allow students to make choices about their learning. The roles. The Discussion Director
â€” This job entails the student coming up with a list of questions that the group may want to discuss about the
chapter they are reading. Literature circles have to be differentiated; by nature each group will read books at
different levels on different topics. It also offers a detailed explanation of each job that a literature circle and
have and gives them each great importance. Students were mostly summing up what happened in the story and
not having the grand conversations I dreamed of. What I mostly like about book clubs is when we get in the
group we take turns talking about points that are important to us. This allows me to see each student's
understanding of the standards we're focusing on that week and of their novels. I get kind of giddy and
dreamy-eyed when I remember what it felt like to circulate through a class of seventh graders meeting in lit
circles, when I remember their arguments about a character's actions, or the post-its covered in notes that stuck
out of the pages, or the pleas for a few more minutes when I'd say we were out of time. This simplifies the
entire process. Choose a timer and easily add it to your slides. There were also some guiding questions created
for them that kept them in the text and would provide discussion points if the students were not able to come
to the group with one of their own. On Thursday and Friday, students complete one page responses
individually. Check out my Narratives as Mentor texts literature circles here. Harvey Daniels wrote about a
system to use when you are new to this type of instruction in his book Literature Circles: Voice and Choice in
the Student-Centered Classroom Heinemann, Groups scheduled when they would meet next and what they
would read independently. Using Literature Circles to engage students. Set Clear Expectations We often
expect students to automatically know how to function in different settings. This means it should be
interesting but also free of big challenges that prohibit students from asking questions and comprehending the
text. There a several roles involved in literature circles and the teacher should explain what each role entails:
Manager - Brings the group together. Do you want to implement literature circles in your classroom without
the hassle of creating them? How It Works! For example, when we are discussing the way elements of our
story interact standard RL 3 , students find quotes that show they ways the setting impacts the character or the
character influences the plot. I teach using a simplistic and authentic approach. On the day of the meeting, all
students complete their worksheet during the meeting itself. Literature Circles a. This provides a visual for the
teacher and students. To start with, try checking out these resources: Some years ago, I created a Web site
about literature circles. Choice leads to deeper engagement, increased intrinsic motivation, and an opportunity
for guided-decision making. It also speaks from the point of view of a teacher to her class. The Illustrator â€”
The job as the illustrator is to draw a picture of something that happened in the chapter read. Checks that all
materials are available and ready.

